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     TESTI:  

- Grammar in progress, di L. Bonci e M. Howell, ed. Zanichelli, Third Edition Updated. 

- Get Thinking Options A2 (Students Book and Workbook) with E-book, Virtual classroom and                     

Online expansion, di H. Puctha, J. Stranks e P. Jones, ed. Cambridge. 

 

 

GRAMMAR  

 

- Subject and object pronouns  

- Simple present “to be” (affirmative, negative and interrogative forms) 

- Short answers 

-  Simple present “to have” (affirmative, negative and interrogative forms)  

British and American English 

- Wh- questions 

- There is / There are  

- Plural nouns 

- Possessive adjectives and pronouns 

- Indefinite adjectives (some/any no) and their compounds 

- Like/love/enjoy/hate + -ing  

- Countable and uncountable nouns with some/any/no  

- How much/many, a lot, a little/a few, not many/much  

- Too/(not) enough  

- The article  

- Prepositions of place and time 

- Simple present (affirmative, negative and interrogative forms) 

- Frequency adverbs and expressions of frequency  

- Infinite of purpose 

- Can 

- -ed and -ing adjectives 

- Present continuous  

- Present simple vs continuous  

- Past simple: regular and irregular verbs 

 

VOCABULARY 

 

- Countries and nationalities 

- Classroom objects 

- Numbers 

- Days and dates 

- Time 

- Everyday objects 



- Hobbies and free time activities 

- Money and prices 

- Clothes 

- Food and drinks 

- Family members 
- Parts of the house and furniture 
- The weather 

 

 

FUNCTIONS  

 

- Asking and giving personal information 

- Describing routines 

- Telling the time 

- Saying dates 

- Talking about preferences  

- Agreeing and disagreeing 

- Talking about quantities 

- Talking about prices, buying   

- Talking about food, ordering food 

- Describing what people are doing 

- Asking for information 

- Describing images  

- Asking for permission 

- Expressing emotions 

- Talking about past events 

 

SKILLS AND CULTURE 

 

- Technology as an essential part of our lives 

- Healthy and unhealthy meals 

- Universal children’s day 

- Social networks 
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